De FACTO
RELATIONSHIPS

Brad & Julia:
For about five years Brad spent 3 to 4 nights a week at
Julia’s house. Brad wished to avoid being in a de facto
relationship with Julia and for that reason, he only spent
those nights at Julia’s home and maintained a separate
bank account. Later, Brad purchased an investment
property. As Julia was having difficulties finding a
property to rent, Brad allowed her to live in his
investment property with her children. However, Julia
did not make regular or fixed payments to Brad for rent.

In circumstances similar to this, the Court held that
a de facto relationship existed due to the nature and
extent of their common residence. As regular or
fixed rental payments were not made, the Court did
not classify the relationship as similar to landlord
and tenant.

Ken & Denise:
Ken and Denise were in a relationship for about 17
years. Ken remained married and kept his relationship
with Denise a secret from his wife. Ken and Denise lived
in separate houses and only ever lived together for a
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Walter & Tara:
Walter and Tara lived together for 2 and a half years.
They purchased a property together in joint names and

There are many factors that are taken into account to

shared a franchise business. They regularly holidayed

determine whether a de facto relationship does or does

together. Six months after they began living together,

not exist. As a guide, some relationship scenarios

Tara secretly married another man but continued her

(already considered by the Court) are below:

relationship with Walter.

In circumstances similar to this, the Court held that

A court is not limited to the circumstances mentioned

even though Tara had been married to another man,

above in working out whether a couple are in a de facto

this did not preclude there being a de facto

relationship and can take into consideration any matter

relationship, in the circumstances of this case.

that it deems relevant in relation to establishing or
dismissing the existence of a de facto relationship.

So how does the Court determine whether or not
particular relationships fall into the category of a de
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there was a relationship of least two years; or

the relationship itself.



the couple have a child together; or



one party has made substantial contributions to

So how does the Court determine whether or not
particular relationships fall into the category of a de

the welfare and wealth of the family; or


facto relationship? The short answer is that it assesses

there would be a serious injustice if one party
were not permitted to apply.

particular thresholds and the factual circumstances of

Property Settlement
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After considering the above, the court will reach a
In particular, a person is in a de facto relationship with

and whether the necessary thresholds are met. If so, the

another person if:

decision about whether a de facto relationship existed

the persons are not legally married to each

case will proceed and each of the party’s rights will be
almost identical to a person who was married (in relation

other; and

to property adjustment and in some cases, maintenance



the persons are not related by family; and



having regard to all the circumstances of their
relationship, they have a relationship as a
couple, living together on a genuine domestic
basis.

and support).
Time Limits for Making a De facto Property or
Spousal Maintenance Application
A person must institute proceedings within two years of
separation. In cases, where a relationship ended more

Having a relationship ‘as a couple’ includes an
assessment of any or all of the following:

the duration of the relationship;
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arrange an appointment with one of our Family Law
or

interdependence, and any arrangements for
financial support;


team members, which can be arranged via contacting
our Client Relationship Manager, Michelle Silipo on (07)
5552 6601. A confidential, initial consultation can then

the ownership, use and acquisition of any
property owned together;



Where to next?
Being a technical area, the first step would be to



degree

than two years ago, a person must obtain leave of the

be arranged to discuss your circumstances and any
queries you may have.

the degree of mutual commitment to a shared
life;
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